THE DENVER POLICE DEPARTMENT CREATED THE COLD CASE UNIT TO CONTINUE THE PURSUIT OF JUSTICE FOR VICTIMS LONG THOUGHT FORGOTTEN. DEDICATED AND SPECIALLY TRAINED INVESTIGATORS UTILIZE THEIR DIVERSE BACKGROUND AND SKILLS, IN CONCERT WITH FORENSIC EXPERTS AND PROSECUTORS WHO HAVE A RECORD OF ACCOMPLISHMENT AND SUCCESSES IN PURSUING OFFENDERS, COLLECTIVELY TO BRING THOSE RESPONSIBLE TO JUSTICE.

The Denver Police Department Cold Case Unit is seeking information that will lead to the arrest and prosecution of the suspect(s) responsible for this murder. If you have information that could assist with this or any other unsolved case, you can help investigators by contacting either of the following:

DENVER POLICE DEPARTMENT AT 720-913-2000
CRIME STOPPERS TIP LINE AT 720-913-STOP (7867)
www.metrodenvercrimestoppers.com

Callers may remain anonymous and receive a reward up to $2,000

WE WILL NEVER FORGET

VICTIM | Luis Zamora-Ornelas (20)  
DATE | 11-24-2016  
CASE | 2016-751489  
LOCATION | 4353 N. Fillmore Street

Synopsis:

On 11-24-2016 at approximately 0510 hours DPD Officers responded to 4353 N. Fillmore Street on a nature unknown/shot fired. Upon arrival Officers located the victim, Luis Zamora-Ornelas suffering from an apparent gunshot wound. The victim later died of his injuries.